
INLAND MARINE

Contractors Equipment

Whether equipment is used on job sites such as an infrastructure project or stadium construction, Travelers 
Inland Marine is making a difference for contractors that own, lease or borrow contractor’s equipment.

We understand your needs, such as the equipment demands a contractor faces as project work varies. 
Backed by our financial strength, we grow with you as your operations change. We’re paving the way with a 
Contractors Equipment product to help protect the assets that are important to you.

The Inland Marine Network has the expertise to build the 
coverage you need and to add services that bring value:

Our Account Executives are located near you so they understand 
your projects and the associated equipment needs. We have the 
limits capacity to handle the largest heavy equipment schedules. 
Speak with us about the advantages of our Contractors Equipment 
coverage and how its flexibility can work for you:

Additional Coverages*:
•	 Newly acquired equipment is covered for 90 days up   

to limit shown in Declarations

•	 Fire protective systems recharge/refill costs covered   
up to $75,000

•	 Unlisted items are covered up to a specified limit for   
any one item

•	 Up to $2,500 for expenses to expedite repairs

•	 Pollutant cleanup and removal is covered up to a        
$25,000 annual aggregate

*Offered on a per occurrence basis unless otherwise noted.

Other Enhancements:
•	 No weight of load exclusion

•	 No exclusion for collapse or collision of booms or jibs

•	 Items can be covered while waterborne

•	 Items can be covered while underground or in cofferdams

•	 Coverage for unlisted equipment provided up to $2,500  
per item

•	 Coverage available for rental costs for, and covered    
damage to, replacement items rented while covered   
equipment is repaired 

•	 Rental payment limits available for legal liability for     
leased or rented items damaged by a covered cause    
of loss until item is repaired

•	 Variety of deductible options for the types of equipment   
and perils included

•	 Deductible waiver options for theft prevention devices
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Protecting the equipment that keeps you operating is a serious matter.  
Speak with your agent, broker or account executive to learn why we stand out from our competitors  
in making a difference for our customers. Visit travelers.com/inland for more information.

High-rise construction lifts; site preparation work; conveying materials 
at a job site. Our Inland Marine Network offers services that are geared 
to our customer’s business and can flex as operations change.

Risk Control

Job site visits and management plans for protecting equipment in transit; on a site; or at 
a facility, yard or storage location.

Specialty Investigations Group 

Inland Marine investigators specialize in theft prevention and equipment recoveries. Local 
presence helps them keep up with regional trends.

Heavy Equipment Claim Unit

This dedicated team provides expert appraisals and consults with dealers, salvors and 
other experts to get fast resolution on claims to keep your jobs on track.

IM Express®

Ease and convenience for quoting small business or contractor schedules with our online 
quote issuance tool.

The Travelers Inland Marine Network offers more:

Additional resources include:

Classes on equipment management practices; certified crane training and theft prevention.

BOLO Newsletter providing information on latest trends in theft prevention and other 
protection for equipment, such as protection during a weather catastrophe.

Alliances with companies that offer products and services to help customers better 
manage risk.

Whether you are moving dirt or moving stock, Travelers Inland Marine can handle schedules of all 
sizes. Heavy equipment? Check. Cranes? Check. Leased equipment? Check. We understand your 
operations and tailor a product that works for you.


